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Abstract:
In arctic streams, depth of thaw beneath the stream channel is likely a significant parameter controlling hyporheic
zone hydrology and biogeochemical cycling. As part of an interdisciplinary study of this system, we conducted a
field investigation to test the effectiveness of imaging substream permafrost using ground-penetrating radar (GPR).
We investigated three sites characterized by low-energy water flow, organic material lining the streambeds, and water
depths ranging from 0Ð2 to 2 m. We acquired data using a 200 MHz pulsed radar system with the antennas mounted
in the bottom of a small rubber boat that was pulled across the stream while triggering the radar at a constant rate. We
achieved excellent results at all three sites, with a clear continuous image of the permafrost boundary both peripheral
to and beneath the stream. Our results demonstrate that GPR can be an effective tool for measuring substream
thaw depth. Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
The North Slope of Alaska is underlain by thick and continuous permafrost that reaches the surface during
the winter and thaws to a depth of up to 1 m in terrestrial soils by late summer. This active layer has
been shown to have important controls on numerous hydrologic, geomorphologic, and ecologic processes
(Hinzman et al., 1991; Kane et al., 1992; Leibman, 1995; McMichael et al., 1997; McNamara et al., 1997,
1998). However, little, if any, work has been done concerning the role of the thaw cycle under rivers
and streams on biogeochemical processes. This is a significant gap in our understanding of arctic streams,
because the hyporheic zone plays an important role in biogeochemical cycling. As the depth of thaw increases
under a stream we might expect changes in hyporheic exchange dynamics and residence time. Because
biogeochemical regeneration in hyporheic zones is likely to be an important source of nutrients in arctic
streams (Edwardson, 1997; Edwardson et al., 2003), the seasonal expansion of the hyporheic zone and
hyporheic processing should have important impacts on stream structure and function. A first step towards
addressing this problem is to develop efficient, non-invasive methods to monitor the depth of thaw under
arctic streams, henceforth called the thaw bulb. Through basic ground-penetrating radar (GPR) principles and
a field investigation, we evaluate the feasibility of using GPR to measure the extent of the thaw bulb under
streams in northern Alaska.
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PRINCIPLES OF GPR IN PERMAFROST INVESTIGATIONS
In GPR studies, the transmitting antenna generates a broad-band electric field that propagates through the
subsurface and is reflected at boundaries separating materials with differing electric properties (electric
permittivity, magnetic permeability, and conductivity). The reflected wavefield is measured with the receiving
antenna and used to produce a reflector map that is an image of electric impedance contrasts in the subsurface.
The reflector map is similar to a cross-section of the subsurface.
GPR reflections are produced primarily by contrasts in electric permittivity. The permittivity in ice is
approximately 3ε0 and in water is approximately 80ε0 , where ε0 is the permittivity of free space. Thus, there
is a large permittivity contrast between ice and water. A number of mixing models have been developed to
relate both the sediment matrix and material filling the pore space to the bulk electric permittivity. Greaves
et al. (1996) review several of these models. Although some variations exist, the models generally show that
replacing water in the pore space with ice yields a significant decrease in electric permittivity, or equivalently
an increase in radar velocity. Field observations have verified this effect and, currently, a significant body of
work establishes that GPR is a tool well suited to mapping permafrost boundaries (Davis et al., 1976; Arcone
et al., 1992; Doolittle et al., 1990, 1992; Hinkel et al., 2001). For example, Arcone et al. (1998) found that
electric permittivity decreased by a factor of 4 or more at the saturated sediment–permafrost boundary. They
were able to map strong reflections from the upper and lower permafrost boundaries, as well as from within the
permafrost. GPR’s strong sensitivity to water, and the recognition that GPR provides the highest resolution
of any available surface geophysical tool, suggests that it is optimal for mapping the substream saturated
sediment–permafrost interface.
Substream imaging presents a unique set of challenges that are primarily related to the strong frequency
dependence of radar wave velocity and attenuation as the signal propagates through water (Figure 1).
Generally, higher frequency signal components travel faster and are more strongly attenuated. This frequency
dependence results in dispersion of the waveform. Dispersion presents a processing challenge, as many
processing algorithms assume a constant waveform. Additionally, because higher frequency components are
attenuated more strongly, the dominant frequency is shifted toward the low end of the spectrum, which results
in lower resolution potential. An increase in dissolved solid concentration compounds the problem, because
the signal is attenuated more strongly as the electric conductivity of the water increases.
Despite these limitations, several workers have demonstrated that GPR can be an effective tool for providing
high-resolution sub-bottom images in freshwater bodies where the water has relatively low conductivity (Haeni,
1996; Powers et al., 1999; Versteeg et al., 2001; Buynevich and Fitzgerald, 2003). Although little work
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Figure 1. Attenuation curves in the GPR frequency band for fresh water and a typical water-saturated sand. Curves were computed using
the Cole–Cole equations (Cole and Cole, 1941). Note the strong frequency dependence for wave propagation through water
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has been published on sub-bottom GPR imaging in cold environments, several workers have demonstrated
effective water-bottom imaging on cold-region water bodies (Delaney et al., 1990; Schwamborn et al., 2002).
For example, Best et al. (2005) report using GPR to image both the ice–water contact below the frozen river
surface and the water–streambed contact on the Kuparuk River, Alaska.
In a GPR profile, the recorded wavefield is a distorted picture of the subsurface. Small-scale heterogeneity
results in scattering diffractions. If these heterogeneities are point-like, then the diffractions appear as
hyperbolic events in a reflection profile. Further, because the angle of incidence and angle of reflection must be
equal, the apparent position of a dipping reflection is not the spatial position of the subsurface boundary. The
boundary dip angle is greater than the reflection dip angle, the reflection length is greater than the boundary
length, and the reflection position is downdip of the boundary position (Yilmaz, 2001). Wavefield migration is
a data-processing tool that seeks to place reflected energy at its point of origin; diffractions are collapsed and
dipping reflections are moved to their correct spatial position. Thus, a correctly migrated reflection section is
a spatially accurate image of subsurface boundaries.
Migration depends strongly on an accurate estimate of the GPR velocity distribution. And, perhaps more
directly relevant to data interpretation, an accurate velocity estimate is required to compute reflector depth
or layer thickness. In some cases it is possible to take advantage of wavefield scattering and the velocity
dependence of migration to measure the velocity distribution using migration velocity analysis (MVA). With
MVA, one first performs a series of constant-velocity migrations with a range of velocities, then picks
the velocity at a given depth/horizontal position that collapses diffractions and maximizes coherence along
complexly dipping reflections. The measured velocity distribution is then used to produce a migrated reflection
image and to estimate reflector depth. There is an extensive body of literature that discusses a plethora of
migration methods. Yilmaz (2001) gives an overview of migration theory and methods as applied to seismic
reflection. To a good approximation, these methods are equally applicable to GPR.
The resolving power of the GPR system limits the minimum thaw-bulb thickness that we can measure
accurately. The wavelength  of the signal controls the resolution, with a shorter wavelength signal capable
of resolving finer features. Wavelength is related to velocity v and frequency f by the simple relationship
 D v/f. It is clear from this relationship that higher frequencies result in finer resolution. However, higher
frequencies are attenuated more strongly, so there is a trade off between resolution and depth of penetration.
The often quoted /4 vertical resolution limit (Yilmaz, 2001) means that objects separated by less than this
distance cannot be identified as distinct objects. This is the lower limit of our ability topmeasure the thickness
of the thaw bulb accurately. Lateral resolution is a function of depth and is given by z/2. In the migrated
domain, the depth dependence is eliminated and the lateral resolution is approximately /2 (Yilmaz, 2001).
The wavelength of the signal decreases with velocity, so that low velocities lead to higher resolution potential.
Because the thaw bulb is comprised of water-saturated sediments, the velocity is very low, resulting in good
resolution potential. Assuming a dominant frequency of 200 MHz and a velocity in water-saturated sand of
0Ð06 m ns1 , the signal wavelength is 0Ð3 m and our resolution limits are roughly 0Ð075 m vertically and
0Ð15 m laterally.

FIELD SETTING
We conducted the field investigation in August, 2003, near the end of the thaw season, when we expected the
thaw depth to be near its maximum. We investigated three sites located within the Kuparuk River drainage,
north of the Brooks Range, Alaska (Figure 2). Two sites were located on Imnavait Creek, a small tributary
of the Kuparuk River. Imnavait Creek is a beaded stream characterized by a series of small ponds connected
by relatively fast-moving shallow channels. Flow in the stream is characterized generally as low energy, with
a peat-lined streambed and stream banks. We acquired radar profiles across two sections of the stream: a
narrow stream interval 0Ð91 m wide and 0Ð27 m deep (Site 1), and a ponded interval 12Ð8 m wide and 2Ð1 m
deep (Site 2). The third site we investigated was located along an unnamed meandering stream that flows
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Figure 2. Location and photographs of the three study sites within the Kuparuk watershed. Maps are courtesy of Andrew Balser, Toolik GIS

into Toolik Lake (Site 3). General characteristics of this stream were similar to the Imnavait sites, but the
channel morphology represents an intermediate case between the very shallow Site 1 and relatively deep Site
2. Stream width at Site 3 was 2 m and maximum water depth was 1Ð3 m. The stream channel cut sharply into
the surficial peat and sediments with nearly vertical channel walls. Conductivity of stream waters in the study
area is on the order of 20–50 µS cm1 , which did not prohibit effective sub-bottom imaging with radar. A
significant amount of rain accumulated during our field campaign, resulting in high water levels within the
streams and fully saturated peat with some pooled water along the banks.
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
We used a commercial pulsed radar system with 200 MHz antennas and high-power transmitter (1000 V) to
maximize penetration beneath the streambed. The antennas and GPR control equipment were placed in the
bottom of a small rubber boat, then pulled steadily across the stream and banks on either side while triggering
the radar at a constant rate. This configuration resulted in the control equipment being within 1 m of the
antennas during acquisition. Although we generally tried to maintain a minimum of 5 m separation between
the antennas and control equipment, a separation of only 1 m did not prohibit acquisition of high-quality
data in this case. While acquiring data, we were careful to maintain a steady pull rate while minimizing
downstream drift. Maintaining spatial control is critical for both interpretation and application of spatial
processing operators such as migration. Additional details of GPR data acquisition are listed in Table I. In
addition to acquiring the radar profiles, we measured depth to permafrost on the stream banks and shallow
<0Ð5 m margins of the streams by pressing a metal probe through the active layer to the point of refusal.
Except where noted otherwise, we applied the following processing flow to each dataset:
1. Time-zero correction with first break correlation to remove start of record delay and system drift.
2. DC shift and bandpass filtering with a 25–50–400–800 MHz Ormsby filter to attenuate the low-frequency
transient and high-frequency random noise.
3. Background noise removal at recording times less than 30 ns by subtracting the average trace with the
average trace muted below 30 ns.
4. Amplitude correction consisting of scaling by t2 and an exponential gain correction of 22Ð5 dB µs1
¾0Ð5 dB m1 .
5. Frequency-wavenumber constant-velocity MVA (Stolt, 1978) to estimate thaw bulb velocity followed by
conversion to interval velocities using Dix inversion (Dix, 1955).
6. Kirchhoff depth migration coupled with iterative velocity model refinement (Yilmaz, 2001).
7. Synthetic data generation using a finite difference algorithm with the migration velocity model, followed
by comparison with field GPR data to verify model kinematics.
The first four steps are essentially preprocessing for migration, which result in significantly reduced noise
levels and balanced data amplitudes (Figure 3). MVA and depth migration imaging with velocity model
refinement (steps 5 and 6) result in two outputs: (1) a depth image of the GPR data with accurate spatial
positioning of the reflections; (2) a migration velocity model that is a map of subsurface electromagnetic
velocities. These two outputs are the basis for interpreting material property boundaries and provide some
indication of material composition. As with most forms of geophysical data, the velocity model derived is nonunique; other velocity combinations may produce a comparable migration result. However, by incorporating
known subsurface information (such as the electromagnetic wave velocity in water) and permafrost depth
control points, we can minimize the uncertainty in the resulting model. Additionally, we can say that the
average migration velocity model between any two reflectors is an accurate representation of the average
Table I. Acquisition parameters at all sites
System

Sensors & Software PE100A

Transmitter
Antennas
Stacks/trace
Trace acquisition rate
Sampling rate
Recording time
Nominal trace spacing

1000 V
200 MHz
8
0.2 s
0.4 ns
400 ns
10 cm
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Figure 3. (a) Raw field data from Site 2, and (b) the same data after the first four stages of processing. Noise levels are signficantly reduced,
the direct air and surface coupled wave are removed, and amplitudes are balanced with increasing time

actual velocity. Another tool for constraining the subsurface model is generating synthetic data using the
migration velocity model (step 7). The synthetic data provide a basis for qualitative or semi-quantitative
comparison with the field data, where we look for significant travel-time deviations and relative amplitude
variations along a reflection.
For velocity model constraints, we estimated the active layer velocity on the stream banks by dividing the
measured depth to permafrost by the interpreted radar travel-time. Within the water-filled channels we used
the velocity of water at 0 ° C 0Ð032 m ns1 . Actual stream temperature varied from about 1 to 5 ° C, but
this variation results in a maximum change in velocity from the 0 ° C value of less than 1%, which is not
significant. For modelling we used a fourth-order finite difference simulation of the scalar wave equation that
is available with Promax processing software. In using this model we are assuming frequency-independent
material properties, zero electric conductivity, and uniform antenna directivity. Although these assumptions
are not strictly valid and not appropriate for detailed amplitude or spectral analysis, the model does provide
a useful approximation for evaluating wavefield kinematics.

RESULTS
Imnavait Creek (Sites 1 and 2)
At Site 1 (Figure 4) and Site 2 (Figure 5), we recorded a strong, continuous reflection from the permafrost
boundary both peripheral to and below the channel bed. As expected, we observed significant attenuation
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. (a) Preprocessed data from Site 1, (b) depth-migrated image, (c) synthetic data generated using the migration velocity model, and
(d) migration velocity model. There is excellent correlation between probe-measured permafrost depth and GPR-measured permafrost depth
with a standard deviation of š4 cm. (
) interpreted water bottom, (ž) permafrost depth measured using a metal probe, (PM) permafrost
reflection, (WB) water-bottom reflection, (M) permafrost multiple

at the high end of the frequency spectrum for the water-bottom and sub-bottom reflections (Figure 6) due
to signal propagation through water. Note that there is an additional spectral shift toward lower frequencies
due to antenna coupling with the water or water-saturated peat surface. As a result, the dominant frequency
for water-bottom and sub-bottom reflections is on the order of 80–120 MHz (Figure 6) with corresponding
wavelengths of approximately 0Ð5–0Ð3 m. Despite the shift in signal spectrum, the thaw bulb was well resolved
in both profiles. At both locations we record a relatively weak water-bottom reflection, indicating a small
permittivity contrast between the water and organic material lining the channel.
Some wavelet distortion was evident, but this was insignificant and standard migration algorithms produced
good results (Figures 4 and 5). We observed high-amplitude permafrost multiples, which were particularly
prevalent beneath the banks. The Kirchhoff algorithm we used is not designed to treat multiples properly,
resulting in significant migration artifacts. However, this is of little concern, as the multiples arrive later than
the permafrost reflection and are not within the zone of investigation.
Surprisingly, we found the velocity through the water-saturated peat on the streambanks to be approximately
equal to that in fresh water 0Ð032 m ns1 . Slater and Reeve (2002) reported peat velocities as low as
0Ð038 m ns1 and Theimer et al. (1994) found velocities as low as 0Ð036 m ns1 , so our measured value
of 0Ð032 m ns1 is not unrealistic. At both locations, we found slightly higher radar velocities beneath the
streambed 0Ð049 m ns1 , which is likely due to a higher concentration of inorganic material resulting
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. (a) Preprocessed data from Site 2, (b) depth-migrated image, (c) synthetic data generated using the migration velocity model, and
(d) migration velocity model. Note the slope breaks along the permafrost boundary that correlate with substream stratigraphic boundaries.
(
) interpreted water bottom, (ž) permafrost depth using a metal probe, (PM) permafrost reflection, (WB) water-bottom reflection,
(M) permafrost multiple

in lower bulk water content. No scattering was evident below the permafrost reflection, so we had no
means of measuring the permafrost velocity directly. Therefore, for modelling, permafrost velocity was set
at 0Ð15 m ns1 which is within the range of values reported in the literature (Arcone et al., 1998). Using
measured velocities for the thaw bulb and assumed velocities for permafrost and stream water, the reflection
coefficients are 0Ð2 and 0Ð5 for the water-bottom and permafrost reflections respectively. This difference
in reflection coefficients is qualitatively consistent with the observed reflection amplitudes. At both sites,
synthetic data, generated using the migration velocities and assumed permafrost velocity, are consistent with
the field GPR data (Figures 4c and 5c).
We observed no reflections beneath the high-amplitude permafrost reflection. We found this surprising given
that a significant amount of signal energy reaches the permafrost and that the permafrost is a relatively low-loss
material. It is likely that impedance contrasts within the permafrost are much smaller than the water–waterbottom contrast and active layer–permafrost contrast. It is possible that high-amplitude multiples generated
at these surfaces mask deeper reflections.
Owing to the shallow water depth along the Site 1 profile (Figure 4), we were able to measure both the
depth to permafrost and water depth every 0Ð3 m across the entire profile using the metal probe. We found
excellent correlation between the depth to permafrost interpreted from the radar data and the probe-measured
depth with a standard deviation of š0Ð04 m (Figure 4b and d). Contributing to this discrepancy was smallscale irregularity at the peat surface on the order of š0Ð05 m. Acquiring GPR data from the ¾2 m long
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Dominant frequency of the water-bottom and permafrost reflections for Site 2. A 30-point smoothing filter was applied to the
data. There is significant drop in frequency content as the signal passes through the pond water. This is expected given the strong frequency
dependence of signal propagation through water (Figure 1)

boat provided a uniform platform that was insensitive to small-scale surface irregularity, whereas the point
probe measurements included this variability. Maximum thaw-bulb thickness beneath the shallow stream was
0Ð53 m. This was only slightly greater than the average active layer thickness of 0Ð43 m measured on the
banks, and is less than the 0Ð54 m maximum thickness measured on the bank.
A significantly thicker thaw bulb was present beneath the Site 2 profile, with a maximum thickness of 1Ð8 m
(Figure 5). Along this profile, we measured permafrost depth every 0Ð6 m along the banks and at the shallow
margins of the pond. Correlation with measured permafrost depth was poorer than that along the stream profile
with a standard deviation of š0Ð15 m (Figure 5b and d). This error is primarily at the bank–water transition
at 4Ð9 m along the profile. The most likely source for this relatively large deviation is irregular trace spacing
due to a variable pull rate in making the transition from the bank to the water during data acquisition. A
second potential source of error is velocity heterogeneity along the bank that is not resolved in our migration
velocity model.
Of particular interest in the Site 2 profile are the slope breaks in the permafrost surface at stratigraphic
boundaries (Figure 5). We speculate that these irregularities are caused by variable rates of heat transfer within
different lithologies, but this interpretation has not been verified.
Toolik Lake inlet stream (Site 3)
Characteristics in the radar data from Site 3 were similar to those found at the Imnavait sites: a strong
continuous reflection from the permafrost and a weaker reflection from the streambed (Figure 7). Depth
migration reveals a detailed image of the permafrost boundary (Figure 7b). We recorded probe measurements
at two locations and found a maximum deviation between the probe- and GPR-measured depths of 0Ð02 m
(Figure 7b and d). This level of error is consistent with the good correlation found at Site 1. To produce
good migration results we found it necessary to include a positive vertical velocity gradient within the thaw
bulb that varied from at a depth of 0Ð5 m to at a depth of 1Ð9 m. This velocity profile is consistent with
lithology grading from saturated peat to water-saturated sand/gravel. Thaw-bulb thickness beneath this stream
was 0Ð61 m; this was substantially thicker than the active layer along the banks, which had a maximum
thickness of 0Ð50 m. Again, synthetic data generated using the migration velocity model are consistent with
the field data (Figure 7c).
Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. (a) Preprocessed data from Site 3, (b) depth-migrated image, (c) synthetic data generated using the migration velocity model, and
(d) migration velocity model. There is a significant positive vertical velocity gradient within the thaw bulb that is consistent with lithology
grading from primarily water-saturated organic material to water-saturated sand/gravel. (
) interpreted water bottom, (ž) permafrost
depth measured with a metal probe, (PM) permafrost reflection, (WB) water-bottom reflection, (M) permafrost multiple

CONCLUSIONS
Although we observed increasing thaw-bulb thickness with increasing stream depth, the reasons for this
correlation are not clear, as many factors likely influence the depth of thaw. These factors include permeability
of the hyporheic zone, flow rate in the channel, water depth, and solar heat input, both locally and upstream.
Note that although the greatest thaw-bulb thickness was observed beneath the deepest channel (Site 2), this
was also a ponded area and, therefore, had the lowest flow rate of the three sites.
Our results demonstrate that GPR can be an excellent tool for imaging the thaw bulb beneath arctic streams.
Early in the thaw season, when thaw bulb thickness may only be on the order of a few centimetres, resolution
will be more difficult. To improve resolution, it will be necessary to use higher frequency radar antennas.
Given the low conductivity of the stream waters in our field area and the good signal penetration observed
in this study, we believe that sub-bottom imaging will be possible with 400 MHz antennas or higher. It is
important to note that the general characteristics at the three sites were similar: low-energy flow with relatively
smooth, peat-lined streambeds. In high-energy streams (i.e. high flow rates with cobble/gravel-lined beds) the
complexity of the streambed and its substrate will make radar analysis more difficult and is likely to impact
the geometry of the thaw bulb. Additional testing and analysis are necessary to evaluate the efficacy of the
GPR method in streams with differing flow characteristics and morphology.
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